
A lot of sincerity, tranquility and melancholy. On the other hand, 
melody is disturbed by energy, which has its origin in the edge of post rock 

and slowcore. Mazzy Star meets Joy division.

George Dorn  Screams is an  experienced band on the Polish  alternative scene. It was created in  2006 in 
Bydgoszcz. The band has recently come back onto the scene after  a  few years of a break in  their  activity. 
They’ve already recorded three albums and an  EP. Their  songs also appeared on a  few compilations, such  as 
the CD promoting  OFF Festival. Their  material  (together with the songs of such bands as  Editors, Of 
Montreal  and Blonde Redhead) was also included in  the tracks on  „Alternative Programme” CD by  Agnieszka 
Szydłowska, a music presenter from the Polish  Radio 3 („Trójka”). It was probably thanks to the Radio 
„Trójka” and two concerts GDS played in its Agnieszka Osiecka Studio that the band steadily gained in 
popularity.

Their  debut material, recorded under  the watchful  eye of Kapsa  brothers (formerly  Something Like Elvis, 
currently  Contemporary  Noise Sextet) received a lot of  good opinions. The media pronounced George Dorn 
Screams as one of  the most interesting debuts on the Polish  alternative scene. In  addition, their song titled 
„Snow Lovers Are Dancing” was included in the best CDs released in the last few years.

The production  of  the second album  was in  charge of John Congleton - the leader of  the band The Paper 
Chase, who cooperated which such  bands as Modest Mouse, Explosions in the Sky, The Roots, Logh  and The 
Appleseed Cast. The „O’Malley’s Bar” CD was recorded in  July  2008 in Dallas and released in  Poland in 
February 2009. After that, the band signed a contract with  an  independent record company Ampersand 
Records, which cooperates with GDS until now.

A  year  later George Dorn  Screams recorded an  EP  titled „The Large Glass”, which  won  them  wide acclaim. 
However, there weren’t  as many  promotion  concerts  as  in the case of the previously released CDs. It was due 
to the fact that  the band decided to have a break from  playing live and - instead - focus on  creating the 
material  for  their  third album. It  appeared on the music market in October 2011. The song titled „Alpha 
Coma” became the single of the week in the Radio „Trójka”.

George Dorn  Screams is one of  the music icons of Bydgoszcz, trying to do their best for the sake of  the city. 
They  contributed to organizing Low Fi Festival  in Bydgoszcz in the years 2007-2008. Almost forty  alternative 
bands performed on the festival  stage, including the foreign ones, for instance Flunk, Mugison, Bang Gang, 
Worm Is Green, Rivulets).

George Dorn  Screams have already  given  about 150 concerts in Poland and abroad (in Germany, the Czech 
Republic and Lithuania). They supported a few excellent  bands, for instance American Paper  Chase. What’s 
more, they  twice performed on OFF Festival  in Mysłowice. The band devoted a  lot of time and effort  to their 
first  video „69 Moles”, which was  directed by  Marcin  Sauter, a  graduate from  Andrzej Wajda’s Master  Film 
Directing School. Currently  the band is on tour promote their last album „Go Cry On Somebody Else’s 
Shoulder”. The concerts  are accompanied by two videos: to the second single „Silence’s Gettin’ Bigger” and to 
an experimental  song  - in  comparison with the rest of the band’s artistic creativity  - „Water Under  Bridges 
Rise”.

contact: +48 535 328 306
georgedornscreams@gmail.com 
www.georgedornscreams.com
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